
Student Summit Presentation Information

Planning Meeting 3/23/22
● Connections; introductions, logistics

○ Virtual; 45 minutes
○ Number of students?
○ Adult coverage for students; use of space

● Session outcomes and agenda overview

DESCRIPTION:

Ouch! What people say can hurt!
“Sticks and stones can break my bones …. “ but words really can hurt! And “just kidding”
doesn’t make the hurt go away. In this session we’ll talk about the kinds of things people say
and do that might hurt, even if they don’t mean it to. We’ll also learn a few ways we can
respond when we experience or observe hurtful words or actions.

Outcomes: Students will leave with …
● Increased awareness of the difference intent and impact
● Increased awareness of the kinds of things people say that could be hurtful
● A few strategies for stepping in to help create a safe and welcoming environment (group,

class, school …)

Draft Agenda:

1. Welcome, introductions, session overview
● When we hear something once or twice, we can usually shrug it off and get over it, but

when we hear things over and over, the pain is harder to get past. Like with a bug bite --
one or two isn’t so bad, but when you step out your door and are constantly swarmed by
black flies or mosquitos it can really drive you crazy!

● “Microaggressions” are like that swarm of bugs: those little comments that may not be a
big deal when you hear it once in a while, but when it’s all day every day, it really hurts.

● We all hear things that could hurt us, but some people, people who are seen as
somehow “different”, experience these “microaggressions” much more than others

● In this session we’re going to talk about the kinds of things that might be considered
“microaggressions” and what we can each do to contribute to a safe and respectful place
for ourselves and those around us

● (prompt for Ss to generate ideas?)

2. Video: What Kind of Asian Are you? (2:17)
● Discussion: Why did the boy ask the questions he did? Why did the girl react the way

she did? What might you have done if you were there?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnS7nU_moJag7kCnRlzUkoJjZcg_B7fyz9g8m386G0E/edit
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/video/what-kind-asian-are-you


OR
Video: PBIS article with 7 min video: Microaggressions: in the article What’s the Big Deal?

3. Review chart from article outlining themes and unintended messages; discuss; role play
OR

Speak Up At School Cards; role play in groups of three

Excerpt from What’s the Big Deal?:

What’s a Microintervention?

Dr. Sue defines a microintervention as “the everyday words or deeds, whether
intentional or unintentional, that communicates to targets of microaggressions:

■ Validation of their experiential reality
■ Value as a person
■ Affirmation of their racial or group identity
■ Support and encouragement
■ Reassurance that they are not alone”[6]

Basically, a microintervention is a way to offer support and to address the
microaggression directly, in the moment, whenever it occurs. Because the
people committing microaggressions often have no idea they’ve even done
something wrong, microinterventions are a simple way of addressing the issue
respectfully while still calling attention to the harm they caused, even
unintentionally. Dr. Sue says there are four microintervention strategies we
can all use to combat the microaggressions we see.

Make the Invisible Visible

These strategies take aim at the unconscious nature of the microaggression.
If the slight was overt, we’d all see it and hopefully address it immediately. The
covert nature of microaggressions make it harder to bringup the issue with the
person who did it. So, make the invisible parts more visible. For example, let’s
say someone tells a joke with a racist punchline. One way to make the
invisible visible is to simply say, “I don’t get it.” The statement requires the joke
teller to explain why the punchline is funny, which will bring the invisible racist
idea into the visible realm.

https://www.pbisapps.org/articles/microaggressions-whats-the-big-deal-and-what-do-i-do-about-them
https://www.pbisapps.org/articles/microaggressions-whats-the-big-deal-and-what-do-i-do-about-them
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eTO9_1IPLI4rGLt0RHRuqpHh7HgenvQH/view?usp=sharing
https://www.learningforjustice.org/sites/default/files/general/speak_up_pocket_card_2up.pdf
https://www.pbisapps.org/articles/microaggressions-whats-the-big-deal-and-what-do-i-do-about-them


Disarm the Microaggression

For folks who are more direct in their approach, verbally disagreeing with
someone or challenging what was said is another way to disarm the
microaggression. One technique Dr. Sue describes is the “Ouch” technique.
When you witness a microaggression, that’s your cue to say, “Ouch!” For
example, when someone tells a joke with a racist punchline, you don’t laugh;
you say, “Ouch!”

Educate the Microaggressor

Microinterventions aren’t meant to be punitive. At their core,
microinterventions should aim to educate the person who committed the
offense. While most education happens over the long-term, one immediate
response to a microaggression would be to clarify the difference between
someone’s intention and their impact. When we think about our example of
the joke with the racist punchline, a microintervention might be to say, “I know
you meant it as a joke, but it’s actually pretty offensive.” By saying it this way,
you acknowledge the person had good intentions, but may have been
unaware of the impact that punchline has on other people.

Seek External Support

Microaggressions don’t always happen in the perfect context. The timing may
not be right to call them out in the moment. It’s also emotionally taxing to
address every microaggression every time you witness or experience it. An
alternative is to offer your support or ask for help. If you’re a bystander
overhearing the joke with the racist punchline, check in with the person most
affected by it. Let them know you heard it, too, and affirm their feelings.


